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LEGO unveils Friends TV show set (39)
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Monica Geller figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Chandler Bing figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The LEGO Friends set showing the two apartments.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Rachel Greene figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Rachel Greene figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Ross Geller figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The minifigures of the cast.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The minifigures of the cast.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Box.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Box.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Box.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The canoe.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show - the Thanksgiving turkey.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set from above.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Minifigures of the main Friends cast.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Phoebe Buffay figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Janice Hosenstein figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Chandler Bing figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Monica Geller figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Janice Hosenstein figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The set.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Joey Tribbiani figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Ross Geller figure.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: Scenes from the hit TV show.  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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They'll be there for you.   LEGO has unveiled this set based on hit TV show, Friends.   The 2,048-piece F.R.I.E.N.D.S Apartments set features  both iconic New York City apartments from the show - plus the adjoining hallway.   It also includes accessories and props relating to several key moments in the hit series, including a  Thanksgiving turkey that Monica famously put on her head, as well as Joey and Chandler's canoe, the "poking device", and their pet chickens and duck. Gladys, Phoebe?s creepy art piece, the cheesecake that falls on the floor and Pat the Dog are also included.   The set also gives fans the real sense of the original filming studio with set lights and allows fans to display both apartments either separately or linked together.  The TV sitcom - which charted the lives of twenty-something New Yorkers Joey Tribbiani (Matt Le Blanc), Rachel Greene (Jennifer Aniston), Chandler Bing (Matthew Perry), Ross Geller (David Schwimmer), Monica Geller (Courteney Cox) and Phoebe Buffay (Lisa Kudrow) - is set to make a comeback this month. A new Friends: The Reunion Episode is set to stream on May 27 on HBO Max in the US.  The main characters appear as mini figures in the new set, in their most memorable outfits.  Chandler's girlfriend Janice is also included - in on of her trademark gaudy outfits.   The set will be available from June 1, priced at ?L134.99 GBP.  Anderson Ward Grubb, LEGO Set Designer, said: "We worked directly from production photos of the set as well as watching and re-watching a lot of episodes so we could capture as many iconic moments as possible.   "One fun challenge was figuring out how to represent some aspects that change over the course of the show that appear in some episodes and not in others. I am looking forward to seeing if the eagle-eyed fans will spot them."  LEGO previously unveiled a Central Perk set in 2019 based on the cafe the characters go to in the show.   Credit LEGO.COM / MEGA.  25 May 2021  Pictured: The LEGO Friends set showing the two apartments  (rear).  Photo credit: LEGO.COM/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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